Lightweight, precision engineered, small scale spray gun, ensuring excellent control for superb feathering, perfect for localised detail or medium area work.

Uniform, evenly dispersed spray patterns from the advanced technology High Efficiency and HVLP air caps.

Renowned DeVilbiss fit, feel and balance is ensured by the ergonomically designed, anodised forged aluminium gun body.

A comprehensive range of air cap, fluid tip and needle combinations ensures perfect atomisation of all types of solvent or waterborne materials.
SMALL BUT PERFECTLY FORMED

The development of the DeVilbiss SRI Pro LITE signals the arrival of the next generation in professional spot repair spray gun design.

The SRI Pro LITE benefits from all the advantages of the ergonomically designed full-size gun body but an overall lighter gun, which ensures the unparalleled fit, feel and control professional refinishers demand.

Precision engineered in Great Britain, using high grade lightweight aluminium components; the SRI Pro LITE combines all the performance advantages of a full size gun with the accuracy and precision vital for perfect SMART and MICRO repairs.

The new, carefully balanced spring, provides the painter with a super smooth trigger action with air brush like fan control and feathering. The SRI Pro LITE’s pinpoint precision delivery of air and paint is perfect for fine detail work and accurate colour matching for SMART and MICRO repairs.

Four choices of compliant air cap and four fluid tip sizes cater for the varying viscosities of every professional automotive refinish material, ensuring perfect results every time.

MAINTAINING THE STANDARD

Despite its lighter weight, the anodised, drop forged gun body guarantees that the SRI Pro LITE can withstand the tough environment of the busiest bodyshop.

A key consideration of this superb professional spray gun was the ease of servicing and maintenance. The torx/screwdriver and fluid tip spanner are all that’s needed to service the gun, while the old fashioned needle packing has been replaced with the latest self-adjusting system, virtually eliminating the need for maintenance and retaining that legendary smooth trigger action.

There is also the colour coded snap ring system for easily identify the SRI Pros used for primers, basecoats and clear lacquers.

SPECIFICATIONS

SRI Pro Lite Gravity Spot Repair Spray Gun Kits (Specify the air cap & tip size required)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRIPROL-TE5-08</td>
<td>Gravity Feed Gun, TE5 High Efficiency air cap &amp; No. 08 fluid tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRIPROL-HV5-10</td>
<td>Gravity Feed Gun, HV5 HVLP air cap &amp; size No. 10 fluid tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRIPROL-MC1-06</td>
<td>Gravity Feed Gun, MICRO air cap &amp; size No. 06 Micro fluid tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRIPROL-RS1-10</td>
<td>Gravity Feed Gun, RS1 HVLP air cap &amp; size No. 10 fluid tip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The kit comprises a spray gun with chosen cap, & tip set up, gravity cup, pouring funnel, spanner, torx key and cleaning brush.